The correspondence principle states that the quantum system will approach to the classical system in high quantum numbers. Indeed, the average of the probability density distribution reflects a classicallike distribution. However, the likelihood of finding a particle at node of the wave function is zero. This condition is recognized as the nodal issue. In this paper, we propose a solution for this issue by means of complex quantum random trajectories which are obtained by solving the stochastic differential equation under the optimal guidance law. It turns out that point set A which is collected by the intersections of complex random trajectories and the real axis can present the quantum mechanical compatible distribution of the quantum harmonic oscillator system. Meanwhile, the projections of complex quantum random trajectories on the real axis form point set B that gives a distribution without appearance of nodes. Moreover, point set B can represent the classical compatible distribution in high quantum numbers. Furthermore, the statistical distribution of point set B is verified by the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation.
Introduction
The correspondence principle not only plays an important role in quantum mechanics but also holds a very crucial key to connect the microscopic and macroscopic worlds. It states that quantum mechanics will reduce to classical mechanics in the limit 2 of the quantum number approaches infinity, and has been widely discussed even in the infancy of the quantum era [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The quantum probability density has a good agreement with the classical probability, on the average, the principle discrepancy being the rapid oscillations in 2  . This oscillation forms the same amount of nodes as the quantum numbers as Fig. 1.1 presents [10] . This nodal issue remains unsolved despite of many semicalssical or classical-like interpretations of quantum mechanics have been proposed for last few decades. A proper interpretation of the correspondence principle is indeed required as the technoglogy starting to transcend the limit of both quantum and classical boundaries. The nodal issue and classical compatible probability distribution are two main challenges that encountered by the new interpretation of the correspondence principle.
In general, one can view the correspondence prinicple in different perspectives, such as frequency, intensity, selection rule and so on [6] . In addition, diffenert interpretations of the correspondence principle arise associated with the various interpretation of quantum mechanics, includeing the trajectory interpretation, statistical interpretation, and large system, and so on [7] [8] [9] . The agreement between the classical and quantum probability density of the harmonic oscillator improves rapidly with the increasing of the quantum number [10] . However, the behavior of the harmonic oscillator in stationary state differs from that predicted by classical mechanics even for high quantum numbers [11] . It is pointed out that the correspondence prinicple does not apply to all periodic systems via a demonstration of a particle in a cubical box [12] .
Bohmian mechanics (BM) proposes a trajectory interpretation to quantum mechanics on the basis of the pilot wave guidance law [13] . In this trajectory interpretation, the quantum potential is responsible for quantum phenomena [14 -16] .
Holland showed that the classical behavior could take place for some quantum systems when the quantum potential is negligible [17] . Other discussions of the correspondence principle in different approaches refer to [18, 19] . However, the vanishing quantum potential is not a general condition to obtain the classical limit [20] . It seems that the Bohmian classical limit can only be realized by combining narrow wave packets, mixed states, and environmental decoherence, suggested by Bowman [21] .
In recent years, the complex quantum trajectory (CQT) is adopted to study some quantum phenomena in more detail, such as tunneling effect [22] [23] [24] , quantum chaos [25] [26] [27] , and scattering [28] [29] [30] . The significant benefits brought out by the CQT may be the manifestation of the matter-wave [31] and the properties of the interferences [32, 33] . The slit-experiments are investigated as intelligible manifestations for the CQT either in numerical or experimental manner. Gondran presented the double-slit interference with ultracold atom [34] , and Sanz et al., utilized the polarized light to 3 demonstrate interference pattern through photon trajectories [35] . The first real-time interference image of a single molecule has been captured that approves the wave character of the particle [36] . On the other hand, the first quantitative verification of the equivalence between the trajectory-based statistics and the wavefunction-based statistics on slit-experiments has been proposed by an ensemble of the QCTs solved from the same Hamilton equation [37] .
Our discussion of the correspondence principle underlying the QCT interpretation begins with concerning the probability density in complex configuration space. When it comes to the complex-valued wave function, the definition of the probability density needs to be modified. Poirier discussed the modified form of the complex-valued probability density function and pointed out it does not satisfy the continuity equation [38] . John showed that the complex-valued probability density is inversely proportional to the square of the particle's complex velocity [39] . Bender discussed the mathematical characteristic of the probability density with complex valued [40] . The complex-valued probability density of resonant tunneling system and harmonic oscillator refer to [41] [42] [43] . In the present study, we begin our quantum-classical correspondence discussion with inspecting the complex probability density (CPD) and its associated conservation equation. Some properties of the CPD are put to discussions and some relevant issues are also pointed out.
As is well-known, the probability distribution in BM has to be initially satisfied with the Schrödinger equation such that the subsequent probability distribution is able to present the quantum probability distribution [44] . However, the initial probability distribution cannot be known in prior and even becomes more difficult when it comes to the complex configuration space. We overcome this troublesome by introducing the random motion combined with the CQT in the complex plane. This complex quantum random trajectory (CQRT) has been proposed underlying the framework of guidance's law in complex space in our previous work [45] . It shows the remarkable quantum compatible result by means of an ensemble of CQRTs of the Gaussian wave packet. In this paper, we present the CQRT of the harmonic oscillator in different eigenstates, including high quantum number states. We find out that an ensemble of CQRTs in the complex plane can represent the classical probability distribution, and the nodal issue 
Complex Probability Density and Current
Consider a wave function with complex valuables in the one-dimensional complex plane, ( 
3) The appearance of bar denotes the mean since the complex action in the above determines the particle's mean motion which will be explained in the next section. The numerator of Eq. (2.5) is in the form of the probability current that one is familiar 5 with in the conventional quantum mechanics, but is complex-valued; while the denominator is the CPD according to Born's rule,
(2.6) Please note that the LHS of Eq. (2.5) represents the velocity field on the basis of the quantum HJ formalism, and the RHS is recognized as the field  presented by quantum mechanics. This implies that one can connect the trajectory-based statistics to the wavefunction-based probability by considering an ensemble of trajectories. This trajectory-based statistics is required to satisfy the continuity equation, However, the concept of the probability density in the complex plane is obscure. It is not yet clear to see does the complex configuration space have an actual physical meaning or just a mathematical conjecture.
Correspond to the probability current and probability density relation in quantum mechanics, here we have an akin expression given by an ensemble of the CQT:
From the viewpoint of the trajectory flow, the flow current equals the flow density times the flow velocity. Thus, Eq. (2.10) gives the trajectory flow property in the complex plane. Considering the trajectory flow in the complex plane makes the one-dimensional interference become possible. For instance, consider a free particle in a superposition state in the complex plane, whose motion is determined by the wave function, 1 C and 2 C are some constants. Figs. 2.1 show the interference patterns formed by the trajectory flow currents in the complex plane. It seems that the sophisticated interference appears when 1 C is complex number. When Bohm was developing his theory, the initial probability distribution also brought him an issue. It is pointed out that unless the assumption
can be deduced from other perspectives, otherwise BM is essentially not an ordinary statistical mechanics of a deterministic theory [44] . A better modification of initial position distribution could be presented by the CQT interpretation by offering a set of starting points, 00
, which has a fixed real part and varying imaginary part of the initial positions. One can take advantage of the complex configuration space to have many different initial positions. However, no matter how the starting point set is given, it always has to satisfy the initial probability distribution:
(2.12) A similar problem arises here that requirement (2.12) is necessarily needed and is a fundamental postulate which cannot be proved within the theory. In addition, the way to set the imaginary part of the initial position is blind since the nowaday's physical device is impossible to detect the particle's imaginary position. Hence, we are incapable of acquiring actual initial position distribution prior. A theory that can propose formalism throughout classical statistics and the quantum probability is fundamentally needed, in general, equips with the ability to deal with the uncertain initial position distribution issue. In the next section, we will impose the random motion on the CQT on the basis of the optimal guidance law to solve the issue.
Complex Quantum Random Trajectory
From the viewpoint of the control theory, nature itself plays an optimal controller that puts on the minimum energy consumption to reach the optimal path to all mechanical systems. In physics, the variational method presents the least action for a deterministic system. For example, when a particle is moving from point A to fixed point B, its optimal path is determined by the least action. However, if the terminal point is varying due to the randomness, this system becomes stochastic. To deal with such a stochastic system, we need to apply the dynamic programming method for the 7 reason that only current time and current state are needed. In our previous study, we have shown that the quantum motion of a particle is guided by its accompanying pilot wave in an optimal manner such that the guided motion roots from the minimization of the Lagrangian cost function in the presence of a stochastic Wiener process [45] . In the following, we will briefly review some core equations of optimal guidance law in quantum mechanics and the latest extensional works proposed in this study.
Let us consider a stochastic system in the complex plane, 
whose solution is the optimal cost-to-go function, determines the optimal command * ( , ) u t z . Therefore, we have the following equation, It is worthy to notice that the optimal command represents the mean velocity, and is related to the wave function,
We have a brief review of the stochastic characteristic hidden in the Schrödinger equation, let us now consider the displacement of a quantum particle in the presence of the Wiener process, 
where z denotes the mean of z . The identical expression of Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (2.7) indicates that the CPD showed in Eq. (2.7) represents the statistical distribution of the averaged random motions in the complex plane. In fact, the averaged motions can be found when taking the expectation of Eq. (3.13), which results in the mean velocity indicated by Eq. (2.3) due to the expectation of dw is zero.
In our previous work, we have demonstrated that the CPD composed of an ensemble of CQRTs is in accordance with the quantum probability density function [45] . The quantum probability density function of a Gaussian wave oscillating in a harmonic potential was reproduced by 100,000 CQRTs. A huge number of initial positions whose distribution is supposed to satisfy the initial quantum probability distribution, now is replaced by a few initial positions. In principle, the random motion property allows us to abandon the requirement of the initial probability distribution, i.e., Eq. (2.12). Less assumption is required may reveal a very truth that the CQRT interpretation could provide a more complete and fundamental formulation to quantum mechanics than the CQT interpretation. In addition, an ensemble of CQRTs provides a more feasible span for the spatial distribution than the one which is composed of an ensemble of their mean trajectories (CQTs) (More detail refers to [45] ). It means that there are more cross points made by CQRTs intersecting with the x  axis can be count into the statistical distribution than those cross points made by their mean trajectories (CQTs). Therefore, it may suitable to assert that the CQRT interpretation can be regarded as a more complete classical interpretation of quantum mechanics owing to the disclosed random essence and the complex configuration space. In the next section, we will present how the statistical distribution presented by an ensemble of CQRTs can cohere with both classical probability and quantum probability through the quantum harmonic oscillator.
Statistical Distribution of Complex Quantum Random Trajectories
To a quantum particle with the random motion moving in the complex plane, its dynamical behavior is described by the stochastic differential equation, Fig. 4.1 gives an illustration of the two point sets.
Let us consider the harmonic oscillator as an example to discuss what do point set A and point set B specifically represent. The dynamical behavior of the quantum harmonic oscillator is described by (in the dimensionless form): Fig. 4.2 shows. It is clear to see that CQRTs will spread out with time even with two initial positions. We obtain point set A by collecting the intersections of CQRTs and the x  axis, whose spatial distribution is shown in Fig.   4.3(a) . An astonishing quantum probability compatible result is observed in this figure with the correlation coefficient up to 0.995 , i.e., 0.995  . The same highly quantum compatible spatial distributions made by point set A in the 2, 3 n  and 4 states are shown in Figs. 4.3 (b)-(d) . We find out that the strong correlation between the probability-based statistic and the trajectory-based statistic is given by collecting the points which are located exactly on the x  axis. This observation is intelligible and intuitive since the equipment in the experiment can only capture the information in the real (actual) space. However, we are interested in the second kind of spatial distribution which is formed by the projections of CQRTs onto the x  axis, i.e., point set B. We would like to know if there is any physical meaning brought out by this spatial distribution or it is just an abstract redundant product given by the complex configuration space. Let us obtain point set B in the 1 n  state from the same ensemble of CQRTs shown in Fig. 4.2 , and compare its spatial distribution with the quantum probability distribution. Fig. 4.4 (a) illustrates the result, it is clear to see that the spatial distribution of point set B rules out the positions of nodes, 1 x  . The nodes of the wave function are the locations where the particle cannot be found in the quantum probability interpretation, herein, can be circumvented by taking projection points of CQRTs on the x  axis into account. One rational conjecture of this situation is that the particle can avoid encountering the potential barrier by choosing the other paths with the nonzero imaginary part of the coordinate in the complex plane. In other words, the particle can bypass the nodes through moving in the complex plane since the infinite harmonic potential barrier only appears at the node. Fig. 4 .4 (b) demonstrates point set 11 B in the 4 n  state. We thus expect the same nodes dismissed situation happens in other eigenstates. Figs. 4.5 (a)-(d) illustrate the spatial distributions of point set B in the 10, 30, 50 n    and 70 states. What dramatically causes our attention is that the rewards for considering the CQRT interpretation does not only solve the nodal issue but also gives the trend to the classical probability distribution. From Figs. 4.5, one notes that the higher quantum number state the particle stays, the better classical-like spatial distribution it performs. Accordingly, the CQRT interpretation is capable of representing a quantum system in a statistical sense such that this system behaves classically just like its classical corresponding system in the high quantum state. The other quantum-classical approach is introduced in our previous work [46] , wherein the harmonic oscillator is used to demonstrate the classical-like CQT. When n , the quantum potential becomes irrelevant compared to the harmonic potential, and generates the ineffective quantum force, hence, the particle moves classically and be visualized fully on the real axis with the vanishing imaginary part of the motion. We have mentioned in the above section that the CQT only represents the mean motion of the CQRT. It is reasonable to think the classical-like spatial distribution of an ensemble of CQRTs as a classical probability made by the CQT when n . 
where 5 L  ensures the probability equals to zero when the particle beyonds the boundary can satisfy the quantum probability condition. The solution of Eq. (4.6) is shown in Fig. 4.6 (a) , which presents the distribution of the CPD. From Fig. 4 .6 (a), one can note that a highly coherent result appears when we compare the CPD to the spatial distribution of point set B, i.e., correlation coefficient 0.9975  . Fig. 4.6 (b) illustrates the extremely compatible result with 0.9964  in the 3 n  state. Thus, 12 we have confirmed CQRTs' spatial distribution by proposing the CPD which is the solution of the FP equation.
Conclusions and Discussions
Quantum mechanics provides the most precise description of the microscopic world.
It must be understood that wave function does not represent an objective reality, it is more likely as a mathematical form revealing the structure of an underlying reality revealed to us through experience. Quantum mechanics demands us to abandon the hope of a classical understanding of the reality, instead, we must learn from nature itself presented in front of us. In this paper, we propose the CQRT interpretation which may shed some light on rendering the relationship between the empirical description of nature in a mathematical form and its reality revealed in a deterministic sense. The complex configuration space not only plays the mathematical tool but also retains the ontological interpretation in quantum mechanics. It is essential for a quantum system to transit to a classical system in the high quantum number.
In this study, we have demonstrated how the trajectory-based statistics could quantum mechanically and classically match the probability-based statistics via the harmonic oscillator. To have the applicable trajectory-based statistics, we consider the CQT with the random motion, CQRT. The quantum mechanical compatible statistics is achieved by means of a collection of intersections of a huge number of CQRTs and the x  axis. The projections of an ensemble of CQRTs on the x  axis implement the classical distribution in the high quantum number state and solve the nodal issue even in low quantum number state. It turns out that no other particular setting is needed to reveal the correspondence principle in the scheme of the CQRT interpretation. In other words, the quantum probability satisfactory of the initial spatial distribution is not necessary in the CQRT interpretation. This is what makes the CQRT interpretation become a more mature ontological theory than BM or the CQT interpretation does.
From the probability standpoint, we have shown that the CPD formed by the CQTs is the mean of the CPD composed of CQRTs. We further indicate that the CQRTs' CPD is in accordance with the numerical solution of the FP equation. This means the essence of the quantum motion is random but deterministic. In conclusion, we propose the CQRT interpretation of the correspondence principle, which discloses the random quantum nature and bridges the gap between quantum mechanics and classical mechanics. More quantum systems will be studied in terms of the CQRT interpretation as our following research. Hopefully, a prediction of a whole new quantum phenomenon can be proposed in the near future. , , , , , , B P P P P P P P . 
